Exclusive programme and prices for international students at UCLy

English – Intensive Summer Programme at UCLy

Session: July / August 2020

Objectives:

Linguaskill

The objective of the programme is to achieve a B2 level in English which will be confirmed by a test at the end of the programme. Prepare for and take Linguaskill Business – a Cambridge Assessment English test recognised by schools, businesses, and universities throughout the world.

| Level B1 | 64 class hours + unlimited e-learning  
General & Business English  
from 15 July to 18 August 2020 | €1,200 [regular price €1,440] |

1 Program for students who already have obtained a B1 level in English  
2 Monday – Tuesday – Thursday – Friday, half days: mornings from 9 am to 1 pm  
Opening of groups by level subject to a sufficient number of participants  
3 The test can be sat as many times as you want until you reach a B2 level

Participants:
- International students

Programme:
- Reinforcement and development of oral and written skills in English  
- Grammar, conjugation, vocabulary, pronunciation, and conversation  
- Intercultural awareness training on issues specific to French culture  
- Introduction to and practice of the Linguaskill test: listening and reading modules [https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/exams-and-tests/linguaskill/]

Plus +:
- Context-relevant learning

Methods:
- Approach to intercultural specificities through examples of realistic situations  
- Teaching based on a university methodology which consists in the development of learning strategies [note taking, fast and efficient reading, test familiarization]

Teachers:
- Native English-speaking, certified teachers

ESTRI is an official Cambridge Assessment English exam centre, which welcomes around 5,000 candidates per year.  
For further information, please visit estri.fr - or contact estri@univ-catholiclyon.fr